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1. Handling Numeric Values

more 

Since the macro facility stores all values as text strings, there may be
times when you want to :

The macro variable I resolves to 1 and the first word from the text string 
resolves to This.

Suppose you want to get the FIRST word from a string. Examine TRY1.

 add two or more text strings together to get a number. 
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Handling Numeric Values

more 

The macro variable J resolves to the expression 1 + 3 .
Since expressions can be used as arguments in Functions, the %SCAN
returns the fourth word test .

However, what if we wanted the last PUT statement to yield:

Word 4. is test  

Suppose you want to get the FOURTH word from a string. Examine TRY2.   
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Handling Numeric Values

more 

The macro variable J now resolves to the number  4  .

The %SCAN function still returns the fourth word test .

Use the %EVAL function to resolve the expression 1 + 3 so that it equals 4.
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2. Quoting in the Macro Facility

more 

Since the macro facility stores all values as a text string, there may be times 
when you want to :

Try 1.

What caused the error ?  Notice the value of mtest1.

Results . . .

Suppose you want to use the %LET statement to store many statements in a
macro variable .  Use a %PUT statement to see the results of the %LET.

 store more than one statement as the value of a macro variable - Try 1 &    
. Try 2 ,
 store quotation marks as the value of a macro variable - Try 2 and Try 3 , 
 maintain unresolved values in the output - Try 4 .
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Quoting in the Macro Facility

try 4  

Try 2.   - one solution . . .

Results . . .

Notice the value of mtest2.

Try 3. - another solution . . .

Results . . .

What is the difference between mtest2 and mtest3 ?
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Quoting in the Macro Facility

Try 4.  - What if a macro trigger needs to be part a value of a macro variable?

more quoting 

Try 5.   - use the %NRSTR if you do NOT  want the value Resolved .

Results . . .

Results . . .
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Quoting in the Macro Facility
Try 6.   - Use the %QUOTE function to mask special characters and 

mnemonic operators in a resolved value at macro execution.

SAS Log 
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Quoting in the Macro Facility
Try 6.  - Log.  Passing a value that is the same as an operator can cause

problems,  but using the %QUOTE function can eliminate them.

hows
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Workshop - 1
1. Submit the following statements to show how the %EVAL function works.

What is the value of X, Y, or Z in each case? 

1a.     %put  x  = 11 + 4;       ________ 

b.     %put  x  = %eval(11 + 4) ;    ________

c.     %put  x  = %eval( 4 lt 11);     ________

d.     %put  x  = %eval( 4 gt 11);    ________

e.     %let  x = 2;
%let  y = %eval( &x + 2);
%put y = &y;                   ________    

f.      %let  z = %eval(&y / &x); ________   

g.     %let  z = %eval(&y * &x);  
%put  z = &z;            ________  
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Workshop 
2. Submit the following statements to show how the quotes work in macro

processing.   Pay close attention to the quotation marks. How do the 
PROC PRINT steps differ? 



For greater flexibility it is a good idea NOT to store quotes as part of a macro
variables value.  
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%let long_name = Validate_CM34 ; 

%let short_name= %substr(&long_name,  10, 4); %put short_name= &short_name;

%let ln_length = %length(&long_name) ;            %put ln_length = &ln_length;

%let sn_length = %length(&short_name) ;           %put sn_length = &sn_length;

%let caps          = %upcase(&long_name) ;          %put caps            = &caps ;

%let first = %scan(&long_name, 1, ‘_’ ) ;    %put first             = &first ;

3. Character Handling Functions

Submit the following statements to show how these commonly used macro
functions work.…
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Examine the results in the log…

Character Handling Functions
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Before looking at the next set of examples, we need an introduction to the
%SYSFUNC function.  

This feature brings some functionality to macros that was previously available
only in the DATA step and the SCL area of the SAS system.      

The typical syntax is : 

%SYSFUNC (  function( argument(s)  ) <  format > ) 

The %SYSFUNC function :
 allows the user to execute functions that were previously unavailable in    
. the macro facility ,
 is especially useful in finding information about data sets .

The %SYSFUNC Function
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The %SYSFUNC Function

Here is a list of all the Macro functions in 
SAS9.3.   However, using the SYSFUNC 
function allows you to harness the power of 
most/all of the functions available in the 
DATA Step.       

Can you think of some DATA step functions 
that are not displayed on this page? 
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The latest date ( 30DEC1999 ) is stored in a Macro variable named &cutoff.
The number of records ( 1,279,147 ) is stored in a macro variable named &r_count.   

Use the %SYSFUNC function to display a SAS date in the SAS Log.  

The %SYSFUNC Function
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4. Conditional Processing

log 

Write a macro program with logic to check for the value of the data set name.   

Examine the logic of the macro program . 

Note:   the macro call does not pass a data set name. What value will 
&dsn have ? 
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Conditional Processing

%sysfunc

Viewing the SAS Log verifies the program worked correctly .

What if a value for &dsn is passed, but the data set does not exist ? 

Consequently, nothing is written to the output window . 
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Conditional Processing

log 

Modify the program
to add logic to 
check for the
existence of a data 
set.   

Examine the added 
logic of the macro 
program .  Notice 
the macro call. 
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Conditional Processing

more 

Viewing the log verifies the program worked correctly.
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Conditional Processing

pgm

Suppose you need to know the number of observations and variables in 
data set. Use the %SYSFUNC function to do this.   

… to obtain this information.

You can also use the :  

There have been many solutions generated in the past to obtain this 
information from SAS data sets.   Typically, previous solutions have used 
a combination of :

 DATA _NULL_ steps ,
 SET statements with the NOBS= option ,
 arrays ,

 OPEN function ,
 ATTRN function ,
 along with the %SYSFUNC function .
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Conditional Processing

log 

Notice :   OPEN, ATTRN, and CLOSE functions , SYSMSG function ,
 along with the %SYSFUNC function ,
 the data set used in the macro call .
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Conditional Processing

more 

Viewing the log verifies the program worked correctly.   

Next, pass to this macro a data set that does not exist . 
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Conditional Processing

5.  

Viewing the log verifies the program worked correctly.   

Notice the macro call:     %Dimensions(sashelp.glass); 
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Workshop - 2
3. Write a macro program that prints the first 5 rows of  a SAS dataset whose

name will be passed to the macro as a parameter.  Include code to see if
the dataset exists before you print the report.   Also include customized Log
messages.   When invoking the macro, pass SASHELP.SHOES as the 
parameter. 



%macro  print_it ( dsn );

%if  %sysfunc(exist(&dsn)) < 1 %then 
%do; 

%put  Warning:  xxxxxxxx.  ;
%goto exitnow;

%end;

proc print data=&xxxxx (obs = x);
title “First x obs of &dsn”; 

run;

%exitnow:

%mend printit;

%print_it(xxxxxx); 

Accomplish this task by 
modifying the program
on the right.   Change the
‘x’s to valid values. 
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5.0   DATA Step / SQL Interfaces

5.1  Creating Macro Variables that contain Lists

5.2  Populating Spreadsheets  

5.3  Exercises

5.1 Creating Macro Variables that Contain Lists
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A retail store chain needs to create a separate SAS dataset for each store
found in their catalog sales dataset.  The first challenge is that not all stores
are represented in the catalog sales dataset.   The second challenge is that
the stores are in the dataset by their numeric code and because we want to
create a separate SAS dataset for each store, we will need to create not only
a list of stores, but also a list of valid SAS names for each store.  Notice the 
store variable.  



Step 1. Create two lists of Store values.
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One list will be the store numbers themselves, and the other list will be the
store numbers preceded by the letter ‘S’ so that they are valid SAS names.

Both lists have values that are separated by blanks. Examine the log to verify
the values of &storelist and &dsnlist.

Creating Macro Variables That Contain Lists

Step 2. Create a macro program to parse each list.
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The next step is to produce a dynamic IF THEN statement that will look like
the one below when it resolves and processes the first store value in the list. 

if store = “050” then output S050;

Notice the %LET statements.  They are creating a value for &STORE and a
value for &DSN. The DO Loop will execute once for each store value.  The 
IF THEN statement will put the correct store value in the correct dataset. 

Parse The Lists



Step 3.  Write a DATA step to parse the data:
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First, notice &dsnlist. It’s a list of all the Store_ID numbers preceded with the
letter ‘S’ that are found in the data.  Because it is on the DATA statement, 
it will create a SAS dataset for every store. 

Also notice that datasets are generated from first quarter data (where 
sales_mon between 1 and 3) and unwanted variables are being dropped.

The %PARSE calls the macro program (created in Step 2) that generates an
IF THEN statement that puts the correct store value in the correct dataset. 

Parse The Lists 

Step 3.  continued:
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The SAS Log shows that the program created several different datasets, 
one for each store. 

. 

Parse The Lists



Step 4.  Write a PROC EXPORT  step. 
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This step tests the PROC EXPORT step to make sure that it works by taking 
one SAS dataset and writing it to a spreadsheet. 

. 

The log shows that the step was successful. 

The next few steps involves writing data from SAS datasets to spreadsheets. 

5.2  Populating Spreadsheets (Optional)
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Create the macro and call it passing ‘s100’ as the value for the DSN
parameter.   The SAS log shows the macro program was successful.  

. 

Step 5.  Convert the PROC EXPORT code into a Macro program. 

Populating Spreadsheets (Optional)
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This DATA step reads the  &dsnlist macro variable and writes out an 
observation for each value in the list. 

. 

Step 6.  Create a DATA set that contains a list of Stores. 

Populating Spreadsheets (Optional)

The CALL Execute Routine
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This DATA step reads the
dsn dataset and uses the 
values of dsn as a value 
to pass into the EXPORT 
macro. 

. 

Step 7.  Write a DATA step that uses a CALL EXECUTE routine  to 
process the EXPORT macro.  



Macro Options
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Re-run the DATA step to illustrate the effects of the MLOGIC and MPRINT
options. 

. 

The EndThe End
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